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Ethiopia is wallowing/bathing in genocidal interethnic conflict as orchestrated by Abiy and the TPLF leaders.     

 

Stages of Genocide 

 Understanding the genocidal process is one of the most important steps in preventing future genocides. 

 The Eight Stages of Genocide were first outlined by Dr. Greg Stanton, Department of State: 1996.  In 2012, Stanton added 
two stages to refine the model.  

 The first seven stages are Early Warnings: 

o Classification 
o Symbolization 
o Discrimination 
o Dehumanization 
o Organization 
o Polarization 
o Preparation  

Stage 1: Classification 

 “Us versus Them”  
 Distinguish by nationality, ethnicity, race, or religion (Genocide Convention) or politics.   
 Bipolar societies (Rwanda) most likely to have genocide because no way for classifications to fade away through inter-

marriage.  
 Classification is a primary method of dividing society and creating a power struggle between groups. Every day, we speak in 

terms of “us” and “them.” Our team and their team.  Oromo and Amhara.  Christians and Muslims.  Straights and gays. 
 This is the first stage of genocide, though it does not mean that every society in which classification occurs will have a 

genocide occur.  The more “bi-polar” the society is, the more likely a genocide is to occur.  The more separate - physically 
and ideologically - these two groups in a society, the more likely that one will attempt to exterminate the other group 

 
 

What are the eight stages of genocide? 

 Classification 

 Symbolization 

  Dehumanization 

   Organization 

    Polarization 

     Preparation 

      Extermination 

       Denial 
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Stage 2: Symbolization 
• Names: German v.  Jew; Hutu v. Tutsi; v. Ethiopia v. Oromia, 
• Languages: Turkish v. Armenian; Urdu v. Bengali 
• Clothing: Arab v. Kurdish, German v. Herero.     
• Group uniforms: Self- adopted: Swastika armbands 
• Colors and religious symbols: 

o Yellow star for Jews  
o Blue checked scarf Eastern Zone in Cambodia  

          
 Nazis    The Abiy Queeroo "Mencha" and daggers Symbols of Oromia flag 

Stage 3: Discrimination 

• Segregation; apartheid: Separate groups in housing, schools, transport, and eating places. 
• Prohibit voting by members of victim group. 
• Fire group from professions. [Nazis fired Jew professors & civil servants 1933.] 
• Require “passes” to travel.  Hunt and arrest “undocumented aliens.”  
 
Stage 4: Dehumanization 
 
• One group denies the humanity of another group, nd makes the victim group seem subhuman. 
• Dehumanization overcomes the normal human revulsion against murder. 

            
The result of ethnically structured social reformation in dehumanizing uman beings. A critical perception of reality enables to 
know what needs changing, but it has two other very essential functions. This critical/dialectical perception together with an 
engagement in creating our conditions of existence is what it means to be fully human, and it is the right of every person: 
children, women, old and adult, not of some privileged few: OLF, Querros, or Abiy and the renegades. Furthermore, it is this 
perception of reality that creates the will or the motivation in people to risk themselves in social revolutionary struggle to be 
emancipated from dehumanization as depicted on the above pictures. Humanization is not some philosophical or utopian demand 
but a real, historical necessity/possibility. Humanism is the dialectical opposite of dehumanization, and to date it is constantly 
negated by dehumanization, or exploitation and repression (exemplary model of the current mono-ethnic reformists): yet it is 
affirmed by the very negation by yearning of the oppressed for freedom, liberty and justice by virtue of social revolution.  
 
Stage 5: Organization 
• Genocide is a group crime, so must be organized. 
• The state usually organizes, arms and financially supports the groups that conduct the genocidal massacres. (State 

organization is not a legal requirement --Indian partition.) 
• Plans are made by elites for a “final solution.”  
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Stage 6: Polarization 

• Extremists drive groups apart.  
• Hate groups broadcast and print polarizing propaganda.  
• Laws are passed that forbid intermarriage or social interaction. 

Moderates are silenced, intimidated, and assassinated. 

                         

Public demonstrations were organized against Jewish merchants. Moderate German dissenters were the first to be arrested and sent to 
concentration camps 

Stage 7: Preparation: Planning (Conspiracy) 

Wannsee House, Berlin where Nazi leaders, Heydrich & Eichmann planned “the Final Solution to the Jewish Question.”  20 
January 1942  

Stage 7: Preparation: Military buildup 

• Build military machine, train militias, stockpile weapons, and distribute them to killers. 

Prevention:  Preparation 

• With evidence of death lists, arms shipments, militia training, and trial massacres, a Genocide Alert™ should be declared. 
• UN Security Council should warn it will act only if it really intends to take forceful action. 
• World leaders must warn potential perpetrators they will be tried for their crimes. 
• Humanitarian relief should be prepared. 
• Regional military intervention forces should be organized, including logistics and financing. 

Stage 8: Persecution 

• Separate victims because of their ethnic or religious identity. 
• Expropriate property of victim group. 
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Gedeo people queue for water at a camp for the displaced in Kercha, in the Ethiopian district of West Guji. Photograph: Maheder 
Haileselassie Tadese/AFP/Getty Images. Amhara and Gambela killings by Fascist Abiy military force.  

 

Stage 9: Extermination: (Genocide, Politicide, Mass Murder) 

• Extermination begins, and becomes the mass killing legally called "genocide" or “politicide.”  
• Most genocide is committed by governments. 

                 

Ethiopia’s ethnic divides rock capital as reports of killings prompt angry protests 

Extermination (Genocide) The killing is “extermination” to the killers because they do not believe the victims are fully human.  They are “cleansing” the society of 
impurities, disease, animals, vermin, “cockroaches,” or enemies.  

Stage 9: Extermination: Mechanized Massacre 

• Build extermination camps. 
• Call them “labor camps.”  
• Transport victims to camps, kill, and cremate them.  

Stop Extermination: Stop Genocide 

• Intervention by a regional army should be organized to drive the genocidists out of power. 
• The UN Security Council should authorize armed intervention by regional military forces under Chapter Seven of 

the UN Charter. 
• If UNSC is paralyzed, regional force must proceed. 

 The Mandate must include protection of civilians and humanitarian workers and a No-Fly Zone. 

 The Rules of Engagement must include prevention of killing not just in self-defense, but of all civilians. 

 The major military powers must provide leadership, logistics, airlift, communications, and financing. 

Stage 10: Denial 

• Denial occurs during and after genocide. 
• Continuing denial triples probability of further genocide. 
• Denial extends crime of genocide to future generations of victims.  It is a continuation of the intent to destroy the group.  
• The tactics of denial are predictable.  
• Attack the truth tellers.  They committed crimes. 
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• Deny or minimize the evidence or numbers.  
• Deny genocidal intent.  Blame natural forces. 
• Blame civil or international war. 
• Blame the victims – a disloyal minority. 
• Deny facts fit legal definition of genocide. 
• Claim of genocide would harm “peace process.”  
• Claim of genocide would harm current interests 

Prevention: Political Will 

o The world needs an international mass movement to end genocide. 
o The Alliance Against Genocide was founded in 1999. 
o Organize civil society and human rights groups. 
o Mobilize religious leaders of churches, mosques, synagogues, and temples. 
o Put genocide education in curricula of every secondary school and university in the world. 
o Hold political leaders accountable. If they fail to act to stop genocide, vote them out of office. 

Understanding the genocidal process is one of the Understanding the genocidal process is one of the most important steps in 
preventing future genocides. most important steps in preventing future genocides.  The Eight Stages of Genocide were first 
outlined by The Eight Stages of Genocide were first outlined by Dr. Greg Stanton, Department of State: 1996. Dr. Greg Stanton, 
Department of State: 1996. The first six stages are Early Warnings: The first six stages are Early Warnings: Classification, 
Symbolization, Dehumanization, Organization, Polarization, and Preparation 

 

Stages of genocidal processes by Nazism ethnocentrisms  

 The International Criminal Court at a glance  

What is the International Criminal Court? The International Criminal Court (“the ICC” or “the Court”) is a permanent 
international court established to investigate, prosecute and try individuals accused of committing the most serious crimes of 
concern to the international community as a whole, namely the crime of genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes and the 
crime of aggression. A definition: “International crimes are crimes which are as such established by international law and 
which invoke individual criminal responsibility.” Core international crimes are: 

• war crimes 
• crimes against humanity: can be committed by a person who has political and military power in a State 
• genocide 
• a crime of aggression  
• atrocities against the civilian population, looting and destruction of civilian property, use of poisons weapons, mutilation, 

cruel treatment and torture; taking of hostages; intentionally directing attacks against buildings dedicated to religion, 
education, art, science or charitable purposes, historical monuments or hospitals; pillaging; rape, sexual slavery, forced 
pregnancy or any other form of sexual violence; persecution against an identifiable group on political, racial, national, 
ethnic, cultural, religious or gender grounds; enforced disappearance of persons; the crime of apartheid; other inhumane 
acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffering or serious bodily or mental injury 

The 1948 U.N. Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide defined genocide as "Acts committed 
with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial, or religious group." 

Reports from widely scattered regions in Ethiopia  indicate systematic attempt to uproot peaceful Non-Oromos populations and 
through arbitrary arrests, terrible tortures, whose-sale expulsions and deportations from one end of the region  to the other 
accompanied by frequent instances of rape, pillage, and murder turning into massacre, to bring destruction and destitution on 
them (refer to prima facie evidences as depicted pictorially - above all there seems to be a systematic plan to crush the Amhara 
ethnic group per se among the many) 
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• Why doesn’t the international community act? 
• Why Colonel Abiy, the Querro/OlF murderers, and the Woyane leaders should not be persecuted in the 

international court of Justice for crime against humanity?  
• What role do USA and Arab Emirates play in the inaction? Why silent is chosen when interethnic killing and 

internal displacement are to their pick? Waiting for Rwandan genocidal history to be repeated and enjoy the 
show of killing like movie theater?  Or whishing disintegrated Ethiopia?  

• Who wants to see this?  They want→  Bring the Fascists to ICC 

 
.  

 

 

 

 


